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Matthew 10: 5 - 8:  “These twelve Jesus sent out with the following instructions: … As you go, proclaim the good news, ‘The kingdom of heaven has come near.’ 

Cure the sick, raise the dead, cleanse the lepers, cast out demons…” 

   Luke 22: 24 – 27:  “A dispute also arose among them [the Disciples] as to which one of them was to be regarded as the greatest.  But he said to them, ‘The kings 

of the Gentiles lord it over them ... But not so with you; rather the greatest among you must become like the youngest, and the leader like one who serves … But I 

am among you as one who serves.” 

   We are in our 5th of 6 Sunday lessons on the topic of healing. Today’s lesson is not specifically on healing the body, but generally on healing the entire being. 

Jesus taught humble servant leadership. Many people in the world today are following arrogant, worldly leadership.  I once said that the most Christ-like man on 

the planet is the Dalai Lama. A traditional Christian said, “How can you say that? He isn’t even Christian.”  I replied, “I did not say that he is a Christian. I said that 

he is Christ-like.”  He calls himself a simple Buddhist monk.  Ah yes, but what a monk he is!  Later in the spring we are going to do a church-wide study of a won-

derful book, A Force for Good: The Dalai Lama’s Vision for Our World. The author, Daniel Goleman, is a personal friend of the Dalai Lama.  Goleman also wrote 

the bestselling book Emotional Intelligence.  At last month’s sub-regional meetings I learned that Unity in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, did a book study of A Force 

for Good. It ignited a flame in their congregation and in their community.  I would like to ignite that flame here. 

   The following are some of the ideas the Dalai Lama shared in the foreword 

of A Force for Good: 

   “As a human being I acknowledge that my well-being depends on others and caring for others’ well-being is a moral responsibility I take seriously.  It is unrealis-

tic to think that the future of humanity can be achieved on the basis of prayer or good wishes alone; what we need is to take action. 

   “My first commitment is to contribute to human happiness as best I can. My second commitment is to foster harmony and friendly relations between them 

[different religious traditions].  Thirdly, I am a Tibetan … I remain concerned to do what I can to help the Tibetan people, and to preserve our … culture and the 

natural environment of Tibet—both of which are under the threat of destruction. 

   “The goal of happier human beings living together and supporting each other more fully in a more peaceful world is, I believe, something we can achieve.” 

   On the first page of A Force for Good, Daniel Goleman writes, “The British Broadcasting Corporation transmits its world-news report globally, the shortwave 

signals reaching even the remote Himalayan hill district of Dharamsala and its ridge-hugging town where Tenzin Gyatso, the 14th Dalai Lama, lives.  ‘Every day I 

listen to BBC,’ the Dalai Lama told me, ‘and I hear news of killing, corruption, abuse, and mad people.’  The BBC’s daily litany of human injustices and suffering 

has led him to the insight that most tragedies are the result of a single-deficiency: a lack of compassionate moral responsibility. Our morals should tell us our obli-

gations to others, he says, as opposed to what we want for ourselves.” 

   Furthermore, Goleman writes that the Dalai Lama teaches we need to have an inner shift to change the world from the ongoing destructive patterns: “To change 

the future from a sorry retread of the past… we need to transform our own minds—weaken the pull of our destructive emotions and so strengthen our better na-

tures…. By beginning this social revolution inside our own minds, the Dalai Lama’s vision aims to avoid the blind alleys of past movements… The Dalai Lama 

sees our dilemmas through the lens of interdependence. As Martin Luther King Jr. puts it, ‘We are caught in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a single 

garment of destiny. Whatever affects one directly, affects all indirectly.’ … We can begin now, he [Dalai Lama] states, to move in the right direction—to any de-

gree we can, and in whatever ways are available to us.  All of us together can create a movement, a more visible force in history that shapes the future to break free 

of the chains of the past.” 

   This is a call to spiritually-directed social action. I want to close with a thought about a radio broadcast from NPR, which I heard last Thursday evening. There is 

a movement to get liberals and conservatives to talk to each other.  This is sorely needed. They encourage dialogue, not just attacks. Ask sincere compassionate 

questions and listen for answers.  We are a nation divided, but we can change. In talking and listening with respect, we can see the wholeness in the other without 

trying to make the other wrong. We do not surrender who are, but we make room for others.  Let’s be healers. 
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